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To initiate change at a local level requires leadership. But 
it is not only for elected representatives or authorities to 
provide leadership, citizens and civil society must 
play a role too.
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local action
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With the help 
of national, 
provincial and 

local government, the 
previously marginalised 
Khomani San and Mier 
communities in the Gordonia 

area of the Northern Cape 
have benefited from a 
community-owned lodge 
that is managed by an 
organisation committed 
to developing local 
communities. See page 10 
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Dear Spark 
readers …
As we near the end of 

2012, we would like 
to thank you for your 

continued support as both 
readers of and contributors to 
the newsletter. 

A recent survey, conducted 
in September, gave us more 
great feedback. This time we 
expanded the survey to include 
municipalities. These are some 
of the comments we received:

‘Spark is very refreshing and 
informative. To read more about 
projects in our municipalities 
will enable our communities 
to put their ideas into plans of 
action.’

- K Willemse, public relations 
officer, West Coast district 
municipality

‘When you see Spark, it 
immediately looks interesting to 
read. The layout and the case 
studies are easy to understand 
and the projects seem easy 
to recreate. It tells us about 
what is happening in other 
communities.’

- Mosa Shongwe, 
communications manager, 
Mkhondo local municipality

‘I think it is a lovely newsletter. 
Municipalities are working hard 
to improve public participation, 
so emphasis on this aspect of 
governance is very topical. With 
its emphasis on empowerment 
projects, Spark is also a 
good read for civil servants, 
organisations and people 
in general looking for ideas 
on how to make a positive 
difference in the lives of their 
communities.’

- Laura-Leigh Randall, media 
liaison officer, Kouga local 
municipality

‘The information in Spark is 
very relevant to us and the 

work we do. It is nice to see 
partnerships between different 
entities – very encouraging. 
The newsletter showcases 
great, new ideas.’

- Anja Theunissen, media 
liaison officer, Baviaans local 
municipality

‘Rural municipalities would 
benefit from similar projects 
showcased in Spark. The 
projects can be adapted to 
suit them. Projects about food 
gardens and other agricultural 
initiatives would be great 
for them, especially as it 
addresses unemployment. 
Projects like that can generate 
money for communities.’

- Mbali Mwandla, 
communications manager, 
Umngeni local municipality

‘Spark is a very useful 
newsletter, the case studies 
are interesting and they show 
a lot of cultural growth. The 
public participation stories 
are good too. I like that the 
newsletter shows real examples 
of peoples lives being changed. 
It gives us motivation to start 
similar projects. It also shows 
people how easy it is to start 
their own projects.’

- Beauty Makganye, 
communications manager, 
Moses Kotane local 
municipality

‘Spark is very interesting and 
the communities we distribute 
to find it very helpful. It is 
inspiring and shows us what 
different organisations are 
doing.’

- Yulandi Hendricks, 
administrative assistant, 
Bonteheuwel Community 
Based Paralegal Office

 
‘Spark is an eye-opener 
to what is happening in 

the country. Most 
communities suffer 
from unemployment 
and they get inspired when 
they see the projects. We have 
already started youth clubs 
doing art and cultural activities, 
and we use the case studies in 
the newsletter to know how to  
promote and market ourselves.’

 - Maria Herbert, early 
childhood development centre 
practitioner, Botrivier Advice 
and Development Centre

‘Spark has up to date 
information and helpful case 
studies, and it encourages 
other people to start their own 
projects. There are even contact 
numbers provided that make 
it easy for people to get more 
information from organisations 
that are running the projects. 
We can also gather information 
about who the funders are.’

- Artwell Chivhinge, 
programme facilitator, Eastern 
Cape NGO Coalition

‘There are lots of community 
projects featured in the 
newsletter that people can 
learn from. Spark is very 
clear, understandable and the 
pictures are sparkling. The 
pictures help a lot because 
they make the newsletter very 
colourful and attractive.’

- Angie LeCordeur, office 
manager, Paarl Advice Office

We would like to thank those 
that took the time to give us 
feedback – we were delighted 
with what we heard and we 

hope that you 
continue to enjoy Spark. To 
those that have contributed, 
we thank you for sharing your 
stories with us and communities 
across the country. 

We would also like to say a 
special thank you to our funder, 
Ford Foundation, for their 
support and for making this 
venture possible. 

If you would like to feature 
your projects in Spark, please 
contact us!

Your Spark team,
Zaheedah Adams and 
Tholakele Nene
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To initiate change at a local level requires 
leadership. But it is not only for elected 
representatives or authorities to provide 
leadership, citizens and civil society must 
play a role too.

In South Africa a great deal needs to change if we are to achieve the vision of social justice and development that underpins our Constitution. A lot is written and said about all that is wrong. But how do individuals and communities at a local level set about making things right? At a local level, policy and legislation creates a number of forums for citizens to participate in decision-making in their ‘local areas and to play a role as citizen leaders’. This is not limited to the formal processes of participation that are provided for in the law, such as ward committees and public participation campaigns. Citizens can also exercise leadership within their communities on a daily basis.The ‘broken window theory’ maintains that when the small things that are wrong in a neighbourhood are allowed to remain unchallenged, larger social problems and more crime is likely to occur. The area is likely to become less safe, and the quality of life for residents is likely to drop.

While elected leaders and local government have an important role to play in addressing issues like this, ordinary citizens can also play a role, making use of their social capital.  Community organisations and even informal community groups can also get involved. Sometimes this might involve reporting damaged or missing infrastructure to the authorities or the ward councillor. But sometimes rolling up sleeves and cutting the long grass on the verge, painting over the graffiti oneself, or picking up litter is necessary. In some communities crime and other social problems act as a catalyst to bring people together and deepen community bonds. 
In parts of the country, improvement districts have been established in which ratepayers agree to contribute an additional levy which is given back to the local community to address specific problems. Often these relate to safety and cleanliness, and can pay for additional safety patrols as well as top 

up cleaning services. But this does not have to always be the case. In Observatory, a suburb in Cape Town, the improvement levy also supports a social worker who works closely with the large homeless community in the neighbourhood and has been able to help some people get off the streets. Other groups have also arisen helping to keep verges tidy and attractive, growing vegetables in empty spaces and promoting social development.
There is an established tradition of neighbourhood 

watches and community police forums in communities across South Africa, rich and poor.  The involvement of local people in liaising with police and state authorities plays a crucial role in community safety as do foot patrols of local people who make a neighbourhood safer by being the ‘eyes on the street’.One of Spark’s aims is to highlight local leadership, showing how when ordinary people, municipal staff or organisations of civil society display leadership, creative solutions to problems arise. 

eThekwini Mayor, James Nxumalo recently launched the eThekwini Metro Police 

Electric Bicycles to help policing forums patrol the Durban Beach Front area. 

a newsletter for civil society and local governmentLeadership for local action

When the writers of our Constitution gathered at Parliament in Cape Town in 1994 to begin the task of drafting a framework for South Africa’s democracy, an inherent assumption was that government would be for the people, by the people.
Unlike the past, people would have the right to be heard and to have access to information about the processes of government and the outcome of decisions made on their behalf. This was particularly so in the case of local government, an important site of the struggle against apartheid and for truly representative municipal structures.

The preamble of the Constitution outlines its objectives, which include a society based on `democratic values, social justice and fundamental human rights’ and to ‘improve the quality of life of all citizens’. In the chapter on local government, the first objective is to provide ‘democratic and accountable government for local communities’. The fifth one is to ‘encourage the involvement of communities and community 

organisations in matters of local government’. In many areas, councillors and officials have lost sight of this and question the need to discuss matters with civil society organisations, such as faith-based organisations, charities, ratepayer and civic groups, and members of the public. When this happens, communities must exercise their right to be informed and to have an opportunity to give input, especially when it comes to service delivery and development issues.
The Constitution says very clearly in a section on the developmental duties of municipalities that a municipality ‘must structure its administration and budgeting and planning processes to give priority to the basic needs of the community, and to promote the social and economic development of the community’. This means that any person or organisation can challenge spending decisions that seem to be in conflict with this. All spheres of government, including local government, are bound by the chapter on public administration. One of the basic values and principles 
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igniting local actionHearing the voices of the people
With the help of civil society, communities should 
make their voices heard in decisions that affect them 

and development in their neighbourhoods as the 
Constitution envisaged.

is that ‘people’s needs must be responded to and the public must be encouraged to participate in policy-making’. Another is that ‘transparency must be fostered by providing the public with timely, accessible and accurate information’.
In these aspects and many more the Constitution empowers individuals and organisations to 

work with government to uplift and develop communities and neighbourhoods. The projects highlighted in Spark show just how effective these partnerships can be in achieving a better quality of life and greater opportunities for people. It’s up to everyone to know about and exercise the rights set out in the Constitution for this purpose.

Inside this issue
Surveying perceptions of service delivery 2
Celebrating rural living in Masakala   4
Crafting a positive support measure  6
Breaking down social barriers through sport 8
Developing opportunity through puppetry 11
Creating jobs from waste   12
eThekwini schools clean up   14
Child support grants    16

The Spaces for Sport project uses sport to encourage social interaction between 

diverse communities.

That more than a million jobs have been lost at a time when government has made job creation a national priority says much about the impact of the current global crisis. For families and communities, where so many depend on so few breadwinners, the loss of even a single job can be enough to plunge a family into poverty.
For municipalities, already struggling with low levels of revenue, an increasing number of people unable to pay their municipal accounts or requiring free basic services means spreading limited resources even more thinly.

Within integrated development plans and at ward committee meetings, much more emphasis needs to be placed on finding ways to encourage projects, programmes and investments that create jobs either in the formal sector or by allowing people to create their own sustainable livelihoods.
One way that it can happen is if councillors and officials build stronger partnerships with civil society organisations and start listening to and working together with them in a more creative way. 

In many cases, this may mean changing attitudes from justifying why something can’t be done to looking at what can be done.This is not to say that there are not challenges. For example, labour-intensive means of delivering services, and building and maintaining infrastructure and facilities are not always easy to get right. Many municipal officials argue that there is inevitably a trade-off between efficient, speedy service delivery and using local labour with all the skills development and training that is required. But this is one 
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About Spark
Spark is published quarterly and distributed with 
DELIVERY magazine to all municipalities, provincial and national departments, Members of Parliament and a network of civil 

society organisations. It’s a partnership between the Parliamentary Monitoring Group and String 
Communication, publishers of DELIVERY, with support from the Ford Foundation.

igniting local action

Tackling the livelihood 
crisis
Government alone cannot create jobs for the millions of unemployed, but municipalities working with civil society can come up with innovative ways to ensure people can put food on the table.

of the major policy approaches of government and can at least generate work experience, some short-term employment, and skills, if done correctly.
This issue of Spark aims to profile some ways that civil society organisations, working in 

partnership or with the assistance of municipalities and government agencies, can help to provide income for people. The hope is that this will inspire community-based organisations, councillors and officials in other areas to adopt and adapt the ideas in their areas.

A partnership between Straatwerk and the Central City Improvement District in Cape 
Town trains and creates employment opportunities for the homeless to keep the inner 
city clean.  

Inside this issue
Ways of funding job creation   2Young people create a viable agri-business  3Involving citizens in water issues  4Working together for water and sanitation 7Linking the poor to child support  8Improvement districts boost employment 10Kodumela’s piggy bank    13Sweet success for beekeepers   14Build your community    16

Contact Spark

About Spark

Zaheedah Adams

Tholakele Nene

Email: zaheedah@pmg.org.za
Tel: 021 465-8885

Spark is published quarterly 
and distributed to all 
municipalities, provincial 
and national departments, 
Members of Parliament 
and a large network of civil 
society organisations. 

It’s a partnership 
between the Parliamentary 
Monitoring Group and 
String Communication, 
with funding from the Ford 
Foundation.

Email: tholakele@string.co.za
Tel: 021 461-9692
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Community trades 
waste for food
Mthonjaneni municipality in KwaZulu-Natal is improving food security 
and waste management through a community trade exchange.

Termed ‘Siyazenzela’ 
which means ‘doing 
it for ourselves’, the 

project is spearheaded by the 
community and municipality 
with assistance from the 
provincial departments of 
Cooperative Governance 
and Traditional Affairs and 
Economic Development. 

The idea was adopted from 
a municipality in Brazil and 
launched by the Mthonjaneni 
mayor. The method is simple. 
Communities are employed 
by the municipality to collect 
waste in their areas in groups. 
The groups service the two 
main areas —  the urban area 
of the municipality Thubalethu 
and the rural part of Dududu. 

The Department of 
Cooperative Governance and 

Traditional Affairs provides 
training and education for 
participants. The three-day 
training covers safety, hygiene 
and methods of beautifying 
the area. Health inspectors 
and technical staff from the 
municipality also assist in this 
process.

The municipality provides 
uniforms, garbage bags and 
tools for the groups to collect 
the waste. Every two weeks 
the municipal truck collects the 
waste from skip bins where 
they have been left at a central 
area. In return participants 
received food parcels as a 
form of remuneration. These 
include rice, vegetables, sugar, 
flour and tinned food.

Participants are selected 
from the municipal indigent 

database and people between 
the ages of 18 and 55 are 
selected.

Project manager Patience 
Vilakazi says the idea is to 
encourage independence, 
skills development and public 
participation. 

The project was launched 
in March 2012 with workers 
employed on a flexible basis 
for 12 days in a month from 
7am to 2pm.

The project is designed 
with a three-year cycle. In the 
first year the project is fully 
funded by the Department 
of Cooperative Governance 
and Traditional Affairs. 
In the second year the 
department pays 70% and the 
municipality covers 30% of 
the expenses. In the final year 

the department pays 30% and 
the municipality 70% and from 
then the project is steered by 
the community. 

Vilakazi says the project is 
praiseworthy as it encourages 
people not to be dependent on 
government.

In future the project hopes 
to employ area inspectors to 
provide mentoring, monitoring 
and oversight and is also 
looking into purchasing rain 
coats, shovels and brooms 
to improve kerb side street 
cleaning. 

There are currently 56 
people contracted by the 
municipality to provide these 
waste collection services. 

Working together 
The project is a partnership 
between:
•	 The	community
•	 Mthonjaneni	Municipality	
•	 KwaZulu-Natal	Department	

of	Economic	Development	
•	 Department	of	Cooperative	

Governance	and	Traditional	
Affairs	

For more information 
Patience Vilakazi
Project Manager:	Mthonjaneni	
Municipality
035	450	208	2	
Vilakazip@mthonjaneni.org.za

Websites:
www.mthonjaneni.org.za
www.kzncogta.gov.za
www.kznded.gov.za

waste management

As remuneration the workers 
receive food parcels which 
include rice, oil, sugar, spices and 
vegetables.

The programme encourages independence and skills development in the community.
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health

Getting together to 
tackle gender-based 
violence
Despite having an impressive array of legislation to address gender-based violence, the country 
is still rife with violent crimes against women and other vulnerable groups. Now, communities in 
Gauteng and the Western Cape, with the help of two civil society organisations, are working with 
government to strengthen their response. 

Two organisations, the 
Heinrich Böll Foundation 
and the Tshwaranang 

Legal Advocacy Centre, with 
funding from the European 
Union, started a programme 
in 2011 to tackle the ineffective 
implementation of two key laws, 
the Domestic Violence Act 
and the Criminal Law (Sexual 
Offences and Related Matters) 
Amendment Act.

The Enhancing State 
Responsiveness to Gender-

based Violence programme 
came about after the foundation 
supported the development 
of a report by the advocacy 
centre outlining the work that 
the Department of Justice and 
Constitutional Development, the 
South African Police Service, 
National Prosecuting Authority 
and Independent Complaints 
Directorate were doing to 
address domestic violence and 
sexual offences. 

According to Claudia Lopes, 

project coordinator of the 
Heinrich Boll Foundation, 
this report was intended for 
civil society organisations 
and researchers, but also for 
Members of Parliament, who 
used the information to hold 
departments accountable for the 
way in which the legislation is 
being implemented. 

The project is premised on the 
idea that effective response from 
government to gender-based 
violence requires a dynamic 

relationship between civil society 
organisations, community 
members and local government, 
and that the capacity of civil 
society and legislative bodies 
should be enhanced so they 
can hold the state accountable 
for effective implementation of 
the law. 

‘Government has an obligation 
to deliver services. Community 
members in turn have a 
responsibility to advocate for 
their rights, to support and hold 

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

A close relationship between civil society organisations, the community and local government is needed for an effective response to gender-based violence.
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government accountable, and 
to participate actively in the 
communities in which they live 
and work. At the same time, civil 
society organisations have a role 
to play in building the capacity 
of government to deliver 
on its commitments and to 
support active and empowered 
community members in their 
efforts to access services due to 
them,’ says Lopes. 

The two-year project includes 
a host of activities, including 
the development of reports, 
annual dialogues, round-
table discussions with public 
representatives, public debates 
and town hall meetings with local 
government representatives.

In the Western Cape the 
Heinrich Böll Foundation 
coordinates the project, while the 
Tshwaranang Legal Advocacy 
Centre coordinates activities 
in Gauteng. Organisations that 
they have worked with include 
Free Gender,  Mosaic, the New 
World Foundation, Women on 
Farms Project, and the Remoho 
Women’s Forum, to name a few. 

Over the past year and a 
half, the Foundation has hosted 
the project’s first dialogue with 
non-profit organisations, social 
movements, trade unions and 
academics, which identified 
common concerns and positions 
in relation to violence directed at 
women.

Eight town hall meetings have 
also been held in Gauteng and 
the Western Cape. These were 
hosted in partnership with local 
organisations in communities 
that experience high incidences 
of this kind of crime. In the 
Western Cape, town hall 
meetings were held in Mitchells 
Plain, Khayelitsha, Lavender 
Hill and Klapmuts. In Gauteng, 
they were held in Johannesburg, 
Soweto and Katlehong.

The town hall meetings were 
well attended by community 
members and gave them the 
opportunity to engage with 
local government officials and 
civil society organisations 
on strategies to address 
gender-based violence in their 
communities. In Lavender Hill, 
an area in Cape Town riddled 
with gang violence, substance 
abuse and violent crimes, it was 

no surprise that community 
members were particularly 
concerned. Discussing the many 
challenges faced by abused 
women inspired a group of 
community members, most of 
whom are volunteers running 
community-based organisations, 
to join forces to address 
women’s rights abuses. 

Local government has been 
supportive of the project. The 
City of Johannesburg has 
partnered with the Tshwaranang 
Legal Advocacy Centre to 
launch a mural on women’s 
rights and the role government 
and communities can play 
in combating gender-based 
violence.

However, it was also 
discovered that some councillors 
do not have the capacity to 
discuss concrete strategies 
and were unable to make 
commitments to address 
women’s rights issues. But 
councillors have now expressed 
a desire to participate in 
awareness-raising workshops 
on the subject of gender-based 
violence. Most concerning was 
that town hall meetings revealed 
that there were no programmes 
in place at ward level to address 
the issue. 

Proportional Representation 
Councillor, Monika Makanda, 
who attended the Khayelitsha 
town hall meeting recently, 
ackowledges the need for more 
workshops on gender-based 
violence saying, ‘councillors 
must understand gender-based 
violence and the responsibilities 
they have to address the issue 
in their communities. Women 
should be able to own their own 
safety and know where they 
can go to for help. Town hall 
meetings will help with this’. 

According to Lopes, there is 
an urgent need to join forces 
and develop a collective voice 
to raise the profile of violence 
against women, and to ensure 
that gender equality issues 
are given priority. It has also 
highlighted the importance of 
partnerships with government, 
continuing public education and 
adopting other broader, multi-
dimensional and sustainable 
strategies to reduce this 
widespread problem.

The Heinrich Böll Foundation 
and the Tshwaranang Legal 
Advocacy Centre are in the 
process of concluding two 
reports, one in Gauteng and one 
in the Western Cape, assessing 
the service delivery of the 
department of health and social 
development in the context of 
gender-based violence. The 
reports explore the type of 
support that abused women 
receive, while looking at what 
services women need from 
shelters for abused women. Lack 
of sufficient shelters for abused 
women has also been a concern 
to community members at town 
hall meetings. 

‘We will continue to 
explore strategies with other 
organisations, trade unions and 
social movements. Enhancing 
working relationships with local 
government and developing 
the capacity of local officials 
to address the high rates of 
violence against women in their 
communities is also important, 
as is motivating for the inclusion 

of gender-based violence 
programmes at local government 
level,’ says Lopes. 

Working Together 
This project is a partnership 
between:
•	 Heinrich	Böll	Foundation
•	 Tshwaranang	Legal	Advice	

Centre
•	 The	European	Union
•	 Various	organisations	in	

Gauteng	and	the	Western	
Cape

•	 Local	government	

For more information 
Claudia Lopes
Project Coordinator:
Heinrich	Boll	Foundation
021	461	6266	
claudia.lopes@za.boell.org

Nicky Vienings
Acting Director
Tshwaranang	Legal	Advocacy	
Centre
011	403	8230
nicky@tlac.org.za

Websites:
www.za.boell.org
www.tlac.org.za
www.europa.eu/index_en.htm

Community members leave messages for those who were victims of 
gender-based violence.
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water conservation

A large part of the 
population in Limpopo 
does not have access 

to adequate water services 
especially those in rural 
villages. Some depend on the 
municipality to provide water 
using water tankers, while 
others use water from dams and 
rivers that needs to be boiled 
first to be suitable for drinking. 
Many travel long distances to 
get household water.

Using this as motivation, the 
University of Pretoria working 
with the community, the local 
municipality and stakeholders 
developed a fog harvesting 
project for the students and 
community of Tshiavha villages. 

The idea grew from a geology 
course at the university and 
benefits groups of children and 
families at the village.  It has 
also alleviated the pressure 
on the municipality to provide 

a water service, which is 
challenging in this mountainous 
area with poor infrastructure 
and a shortage of funds and 
skills. 

Inspired by an ancient 
method, the university first 
consulted the chief of the 
village through a stakeholder 
meeting aimed at informing the 
community and the municipality 
what the school and university 
aimed to do. With the help of 
the chief the university was able 
to access stand alone poles to 
hold up a net for fog harvesting 
at the school playground. The 
Thulamela Local Municipality 
is now also assisting to provide 
the poles.

How does it work?
The community and university 
set up the double coated fog 
nets to trap the fog and provide 
running water. 

Collecting water from muddy wells for children to drink at Tshiavha primary school in Limpopo is 
a thing of the past since the school started collecting fog.

School harvests drinking 
water from fog

Erected in 2007, the fog 
trapped in the nets provides 
up to 2 500 litres of water on a 
good day. 

‘The water is clean and safe 
with no chemicals added to it’, 
says principal of the primary 
school Lutanyani Malumedzha. 
Moreover the harvested water 
has reduced the outbreak 
of waterborne diseases and 
improved the health of the 
children at the school, he says. 

The 4 metre high mesh 
net is erected at the school’s 
playground with assistance 
from the community and staff. 
It is stretched like a volleyball 
net and has a gutter at the hem 
which collects water droplets, 
leading to a filter that eliminates 
dirt particles. The water then 
runs to the water tank a few 
metres away where the water 
can be accessed through a tap. 

‘This project is very good 

because before the children 
had to bring water from home. 
We relied on water from the 
community because we don’t 
even have boreholes, ’ says 
Malumedzha. 

‘The children now have water 
to wash their hands for when 
they come from the toilet and 
also drinking water for hot 
days. The net benefits over 130 
children at the school’.

In addition some of the water 
is used to water the vegetable 
garden at the school which 
provides food for the school 
feeding scheme. 

What makes the project 
stand out according to those 
who participate in it is that it 
involves little maintenance, has 
no electronics and is naturally-
based, making use of simple 
materials that can be collected 
from the community.  

However, says Malumedzha 
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Working together:
The project is a partnership 
between:
•	 The	University	of	Pretoria
•	 Tshiavha	primary	school	
•	 The	community	
•	 Thulamela	municipality	

For more information
Robert Maisha
Project manager
University	of	Pretoria
012	420	253	2
Robert.maisha@up.ac.za

Websites:
www.thulamela.gov.za
www.up.ac.za

the project experiences a major 
challenge when it comes to 
operating the net under bad 
weather conditions. ‘Winters 
are the most challenging for 
us because there’s no fog and 
when there is no fog there is 
no water for the children’. In 
contrast says Malumedzha 
summers are ‘good for us’. 
Another challenge he says, is 
maintenance after strong winds 
when the net is likely to be 
blown away, leaving the school 
without water. 

Project manager Robert 
Maisha says finance is also 
a challenge ‘because the 
project is solely funded by the 
university and supported by 
stakeholders.’

‘If costs are low and we can 
afford them, we fix whatever 
needs fixing, but if it is too 
expensive we call the university 
and tell them of the problem’, 

says Malumedzha. 
Fog harvesting is also 

taking place now at Tshanowa 
Junior Primary School. After 
permission was obtained from 
traditional leaders the university 
set up fog harvesting on vacant 
land adjacent to the school.

Here each fog collector 
consists of three 6m-high poles, 
mounted 9m apart. Steel cables 
are stretched horizontally 
between the poles, and from 
each pole to the ground. A 
double layered cloth is draped 
over the cables, and fixed to the 

Above: The water is purified 
through the filter and sent straight 
to the tap ready for drinking; On a 
good day the fog can provide up to 
2 500 litres a day which the school 
and community access through the 
tanks; Right: Due to fog harvesting, 
children no longer have to carry 
water bottles to school.

Opposite page:
The net benefits over a 130 
children at the school.

On a good day the fog can provide up to 2 500 litres a day which the 
school and community access through the tanks.

poles on each side. Water drips 
from the net into the gutter, 
runs through a sand filter and 
is then emptied into a tipping 
bucket. From there it flows down 
the slope to a tank, providing 
drinking water for pupils and the 
community.   

A similar model was set 
up in Lepelfountein, a small 
missionary station in the 
Western Cape to address the 
bad quality of drinking water 
considered a health risk for 
communities that depend on 
water from water tankers.  
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Helping rural children

early childhood develoPment

Children in rural areas often find it difficult to adapt to different environments and express 
themselves. An early childhood development programme in Umvoti equips children with the 
life skills they need to give them confidence and prepare them for formal learning.

An innovative project 
in crèches in 
Eshane, in Greytown 

KwaZulu-Natal, has proved 
tremendously popular. The 
project is the brainchild of 
Psychomotor Education 
Institute of South Africa 
(PEISA) and was introduced to 
the local community in 2011 by 
Sayinile Mzolo, who is World 
Vision’s development project 
manager for the area.

Mzolo says the project has 
helped to grow and improve 
this small community. It 
is a partnership between 
World Vision, the Umvoti 
community and the 
municipality’s department 
of social development. The 
programme targets pre-

children to assert themselves, 
promotes self-discipline and 
self-confidence. Children 
learn to control their emotions. 
They learn to make their own 
decisions and how to love 
themselves and others, as well 
as how to respect their peers 
and environment.’

She recalls a visit to a similar 
project and being impressed 
by how children were playing 
freely with respect for their 
peers. ‘I thought about the 
Umvoti children and the 
environment they are growing 
up in, which has a lot of 
domestic violence, child abuse, 
alcohol and drug abuse.’

She says this kind of 
learning has an impact on 
the children themselves, and 

At the beginning of each day the children and their teachers sit around as a group where they are encouraged to talk about themselves.

primary children and is based 
on the interdependence of 
physical, emotional and social 
functions of the child and their 
environment. Children are 
encouraged to play freely with 
equipment with the motto ‘we 
do not hurt ourselves and we 
do not hurt others’.

Equipment includes balls, 
tunnels, foam blocks and 
ladders. Ladders for example 
help develop gross motor 
skills, such as learning to grip 
and move which develops the 
physical side of the child as 
well as the social as they play 
with others and ‘little sticks and 
feathers’ which are aimed at 
encouraging creativity. ‘We offer 
different equipment for the child 
to explore themselves’, says 

PEISA’s Michele Kocheleff, 
who trains teachers about 
the programme. Psychomotor 
education also encourages 
painting, which is a fun way to 
teach children to be creative 
and learn about colour, while 
developing fine and gross 
motor skills.

There is also an aggression 
corner where a child can sit 
and play alone. This teaches 
them to be in charge of their 
emotions and learn to deal with 
them. They can join the other 
children when they feel ready 
to play with others. 

All of the toys contribute 
to the emotional, physical 
and social development of 
the child, explains Mzolo. 
‘The programme teaches the 
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consequently on their families, 
their environment and their 
communities. It is important to 
teach and instil good principles 
in children at a young age, 
preferably between the ages 
of 3 to 6 years, which in 
psychomotor terms is called 
the ‘golden age’. 

In urban areas, psychomotor 
educators implement the 
course within the curriculum 
of equipped schools. Children 
receive one weekly lesson. In 
a rural community like Umvoti 
one school is equipped with 
play equipment and hosts three 
other schools, which minimises 
the cost. Trained psychomotor 
educators, who are usually 
preschool teachers, give the 
lessons at grade R level.

Described as a ‘holistic 
foundation for children to 
develop physically, emotionally 
and socially in a non-violent 
environment’, the project has 
been well received by the 
community and parents have 

Physical skills are developed through ladders and gym balls.

Top Right: The aggression corner encourages the children to be 
responsible and learn how to deal with their feelings.
Bottom right: Group activities are aimed at developing the child socially.

Greytown.
The project has not been 

without its share of challenges, 
according to Mzolo, especially 
since it is implemented in an 
environment where the norm 
is for teachers to resolve 
disputes and bad behaviour 
through corporal punishment. 
The challenge was to make 
teachers accept the concept 
of non-violence, which she 
says contradicts the cultural 
background. 

A major challenge is a lack of 
funding to expand the project, 
especially since the current 
funding does not cover all of the 
costs.  World Vision hopes to 
include psychomotor in teacher 

training as a support for the life 
skills component of education. 

reported significant changes in 
their children, says Mzolo. 

‘The children come in every 
morning and sit in a circle and 
engage with the group of their 
peers and the educators and 
are thereafter free to go and 
play.’

Makhosi Dladla describes 
the positive change in her 
grandson. ‘Before he was a 
troublesome child and very 
cheeky, but now he is very 
disciplined and respects others. 
He talks about the ladder that 
they climb at school and how 
that teaches them patience 
and now he teaches the others 
to keep the peace.’

A social worker from 
the municipality’s social 
development department, 
Busi Zungu, says that the 
community is very excited 
about the project. The 
department helps with funding 
and monitors the programme 
in schools. The programme 
is reaching 175 children in 

Working together
The project is a partnership 
between:
•	 Umvoti	Municipality	
•	 The	community	
•	 World	Vision	
•	 Psychomotor	Institute	of	

South	Africa
•	 Local	Department	of	Social	

Development

For more information
Sayinile Mzolo
Project manager: World	Vision
Sayinile_Mzolo@wvi.org

Websites:
www.peisa.org.za
www.worldvision.co.za
www.umvoti.gov.za
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Community-owned 
lodge prospers
Since opening in 2007, 
!Xaus lodge has contributed 
more than R10 million to 
the community in the rural 
district of Gordonia. 

sustainable livelihoods

The lodge is built on 
land owned by the   
KKhomani San and 

Mier communities as part of 
a land settlement agreement 
that was signed between the 
communities and the South 
African National Parks in 2002. 

Sophia Coetzee, acting 
head of community services 
at Mier municipality says,  ‘this 
landmark agreement has 
allowed traditional communities 
to regain their dignity and 
ownership of the land of their 
ancestors. The   Khomani San 
and Mier communities, in their 
traditional spirit of community 
sharing, are now again able to 
welcome visitors to their own 
land and to share with them the 
magic aura of the Kgalagadi 
Transfrontier Park.’

!Xhaus Lodge is managed 
by Transfrontier Parks 
Destinations (TFPD), a group 
of social entrepreneurs that 
develop community-owned 
tourist facilities that benefit 
local communities. The four-star 
lodge offers tourists a chance 
to meet southern Africa’s ‘first 
people’, while providing income 
and employment benefits for 
the disadvantaged   Khomani 
San and Mier communities. 

‘The economic value of 

!Xaus lodge lies in ethical 
business principles that 
generate a steady and 
growing income for the 
community owners and the 
area,’ says chief executive 
officer of Transfrontier Parks 
Destinations, Glynn O’Leary. 
‘The aim of the lodge is to 
generate income for them and 
to contribute to the alleviation 
of poverty in the region. The  

Khomani San and Mier 
communities are the owners 
of the lodge, all its furnishings, 
and the land.’

Many of the lodge’s 
employees are from the   
kKhomani San and Mier 
communities and are hired 
as hospitality staff, trackers 
and guides. Employees are 
employed on a permanent 
basis with remuneration 
packages that include salaries, 
accommodation, food, 
transport, pension, and death 
and disability benefits.

O’Leary says that 92% of the 
staff at the lodge are members 
of the local community, and 
their income is critical to 
people who live in an area that 
has up to 90% unemployment. 
As a community-owned 
asset, a percentage of 
monthly turnover is paid to 

the community owners. A craft 
village was also set up at the 
lodge so that crafters can make 
and sell crafts to tourists – the 
majority of which come from 
countries outside of South 
Africa. Crafters are given a 
daily stipend, a food allowance 
and transport so they can meet 
and interact with guests at the 
lodge. 

The craft village also 
accommodates the nomadic 
nature of the   Khomani 
San people. ‘Crafters work 
at the village on a two-
weekly rotational basis. This 
rotation was requested by 
the community because the 

Khomani San do not like 
being confined to one place, 
but wish to move on regularly,’ 
says O’Leary.  

Working together
The kKhomani San and Mier 
communities have received 
assistance from all three 
spheres of government. The 
national government helped 
the communities settle their 
land claims, provided funding 
and made arrangements for 
the building of the lodge. The 
Department of Environmental 
Affairs awarded the community 
R1.4 million to furnish the 

lodge. The Northern Cape 
provincial government 
has marketed the lodge at 
roadshows, encouraging 
tourists and tour operators to 
visit. 

O’Leary says that the biggest 
challenge the community has 
is to find funding to address 
infrastructural shortcomings 
from when the lodge was built 
and to maintain the lodge. The 
Mier municipality has assisted 
here, providing the community 
with funding for maintenance 
and repairs. The municipality 
is represented on the lodge’s 
management board, and has 
recently negotiated a loan from 
the Gordonia municipality for 
funds to repair roofs. 

Coetzee adds, ‘The Mier 
[community’s] interest is 
managed by the Mier Local 
Municipality. Any eco-tourism 
funds generated from the area 
will attract a levy of at least 
2,5% of turnover to be paid 
into a maintenance account for 
repairing any damage to the 
environment which may arise 
from the tourism operations in 
the respective areas. Funds 
generated from tourism must 
be used for training, community 
projects, environmental 
education and management of 
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Working Together 
This project is a partnership 
between:
•	 KKhomani	San	and	Mier	

communities
•	 Mier	Municipality
•	 National,	provincial	and	

local	government	
•	 Transfrontier	Parks	

Destinations

For more information
Glynn O’Lear 
Chief Executive Officer:
Transfrontier	Parks	Destinations
021	701	7860	
glynn@tfpd.co.za

Sophia Coetzee 
Acting Head of Community 
Services: Mier	Municipality
sophiatown.coetzee@gmail.com

Websites:
www.xauslodge.co.za
www.tfpd.co.za

community parks.’ 
According to O’Leary, !Xaus 

lodge tries to spend most of 
its operational money in the 
Gordonia area. Lodge policy 
is that every possible item 
used at the lodge should 
be purchased from local 
businesses in the community. 
In the past financial year 
the lodge spent more than 
R1 million in Askham and 
Upington, representing 
over 92% of the operational 
spend during the period. 
Local economic development 
opportunities have been 
created through the lodge. A 
local artist, Themba Masala, 
has sold more than R50 000’s 
worth of goods through the 
lodge’s curio shop. Vezokuhle 
Sewing Co-operative, a local 
business in Upington, was 
contracted to create all of 
the bed covers and other 
customised items of the lodge. 
Firewood is purchased from 
the local community and 
the Kalahari Supermarket in 
Askham sells goods to the 
lodge on a weekly basis. 

The kKhomani San and Mier 
communities receive regular 
updates from the Transfrontier 
Parks Destinations through 
meetings organised by 
community leaders. ‘There is 
an open flow of information 
between Transfrontier 
Parks Destinations and the 
community,’ says O’Leary. A 
‘Gordonia Statement’ showing 
income and expenditure, 
community revenue and 
local expenditure is prepared 
monthly. Progress and 
challenges experienced by 
the lodge are discussed with 
members of the community. 

‘!Xaus lodge is the only 
private concession in the 
Kgalagadi, and the only 
facility offering fully catered 
accommodation, which 
has opened up the area to 
international travellers who 
do not want to self-cater. This 
has increased the number of 
visitors to the area – visitors 
that have disposable income,’ 
says O’Leary. 

Opposite page: Community members have been trained as tour guides 
that take tourists to see local attractions.

Above from top: k Khomani San people sell their crafts to tourists and 
are also given a daily stipend, food allowance and transport. Tourists 
are encouraged to interact with the kKhomani San community and to 
experience their way of life.   Khomani San and Mier communities are the 
owners of the lodge, its furnishings, and the land on which it is built.
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Saving species, 
creating livelihoods
A national environmental organisation, a local 
municipality and the community are working 
side by side to conserve and rehabilitate 
important areas of land in central and upper 
Karoo in the Northern Cape – areas that are  
home to various species of plants and animals 
that are critically endangered.

Five years ago, with 
the help of the Loxton 
community and Ubuntu 

Municipality in the Northern 
Cape, the Endangered Wildlife 
Trust (EWT) started the Karoo 
Riparian Ecosystem Restoration 
Project to repair degraded and 
eroded riparian habitats along 
seasonal rivers in the Karoo.

Riparian areas consist 
of river-deposited soils and 
riverine vegetation between 
land and a river or stream 
that are important habitats for 
various plants species and 
supply shelter and food for 
many animals. These areas also 
help to improve water quality 
by trapping sediments and 
nutrients, and reduce floods by 
stabilising riverbanks.

Home to some of the world’s 
most important archaeological 

sites, the arid Karoo is known 
for its unique ecology. The area 
known as the succulent Karoo 
boasts the largest variety of 
succulents found anywhere in 
the world and is also home to 
critically endangered animals, 
such as the Riverine Rabbit.

However, the Karoo has 
fallen victim to widespread 
degradation as a result of low 
and erratic rainfall and historical 
unsustainable land-use 
practices. This prompted EWT, 
a non-profit organisation that 
aims to promote harmonious co-
existence and sustainable living 
for people and wildlife, to start 
this particular project.

Programme manager Christy 
Bragg explains the rationale. 
‘The Riverine Rabbit is not only 
endemic to the Karoo, but is also 
an indicator species. Its absence 

The absence of Riverine Rabbits most often indicate degradation of 
riparian habitats. 

environment
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Nursery staff member, with some of the plants he helped propagate at the Karoo Indigenous Plant Nursery.

Bottom Left: People from the 
Loxton community join forces to 
help restore a riparian habitat at 
one of the habitat restoration sites.

Opposite Page
Middle Left: Nursery staff share 
their knowledge with the Pasella 
film crew during filming at the 
nursery in March this year.

in riparian areas indicates 
serious disturbance, most often 
in the form of degradation of the 
habitat. This species is used as 
a flagship species to champion 
riparian habitat rehabilitation.’

The project benefits not only 
the rabbits, and the vegetation 
along the rivers, but also 
provides much-needed work 
opportunities for people from 
local communities. The project 
was implemented in areas along 
the Brak and Sak rivers between 
Victoria West and Beaufort 
West. Sites were selected based 
on the need to reconnect bits of 
rabbit habitat and to restore the 
ecosystem.

The first step was to get 
permission from landowners 
to fence off areas selected for 
rehabilitation, which was done 
with the assistance of local 
community members. Pits were 
dug in the soil, filled with reed 
mulch and organic matter, and 
wind and water buffers were 
created to reduce the effects 
of wind and water erosion. 
Seeds harvested from natural 
habitats by members of the local 
community were then planted 
on the site.

In 2008, because the demand 
for indigenous plants for re-
vegetation of riparian zones was 
so high, the EWT employed 
and trained local community 
members to propagate these 
indigenous plants. The EWT 
established the Indigenous 
Karoo Plant Nursery in Loxton, 
a small town in Upper Karoo, 
to meet its indigenous plant 
needs for the rehabilitation 
project. Labour for the plant 
nursery was sourced from the 
community and trained by staff 
from other plant nurseries, 
visiting specialists and through 
knowledge exchange trips to the 
Worcester Veld Reserve and 
RenuKaroo Nursery.

Skills development
The project focuses on capacity 
development of community 
members by developing 
skills through training in plant 
propagation methodologies, 
erecting fencing, monitoring 
and planting, record keeping, 
seeding and watering. 
Permanent and casual jobs 

Working Together 
The project is a partnership 
between:
•	 The	Endangered	Wildlife	

Trust
•	 The	Ubuntu	Municipality
•	 The	Loxton	community
•	 Private	funders,	including	

conservation	foundations,	
such	as	the	Mohamed	Bin	
Zayed	Species	Fund,	and	
corporate	sponsors,	such	
as	Rand	Merchant	Bank,	
Altron,	the	Mazda	Wildlife	
Fund,	and	Lindt.

•	 Provincial	government,	
including	CapeNature	
and	the	Department	of	
Environment	and	Nature	
Conservation.

For more information
Christy Bragg 
Programme Manager
Endangered	Wildlife	Trust
027	218	1276	
christyb@ewt.org.za

Websites:
www.ewt.org.za
www.ubuntu.gov.za

have been created. 
‘Teams of men and women 

work on the rehabilitation sites 
during restoration periods, 
during maintenance periods 
and seed harvesting. Although 
labour intensive, much of the 
work is suitable for women, 
such as monitoring and planting, 
seeding and watering on the 
sites,’ says Bragg. 

Initially, four community 
members were trained and 
employed. However, many more 
have now benefited from the 
EWT’s training programme. In 
2012 alone, 25 people were 
employed to work on the 
riparian restoration programme, 
with 21 employed on a casual 
basis. Two people were hired as 
nursery workers on fixed-basis 
contracts, one as a senior field 
officer and another as a project 
manager. In all, 23 people are 
from the Loxton community.  

‘On a social level, employment 
opportunities are few and far 
between in rural Karoo towns. 
An invaluable aspect of this 
project is its ability to provide 
employment opportunities 
to unskilled and semi-skilled 
labour, and build agriculturally 
relevant skills and capacity 
within the community, given 
that rehabilitation is a labour-

intensive process,’ says Bragg. 
Municipal assistance
The Ubuntu Municipality has 
been a great partner and 
support to the project since 
the EWT approached them 
in 2007. The municipality has 
made two hectares of municipal 
land available on the outskirts 
of Loxton for use by the 
organisation and community. 

‘The local municipality has 
provided long-term support for 
the project by renting municipal 
land for the nursery at highly 
subsidised rents – just R1 a 
year – and providing water for 
the nursery at no cost,’ says 
Bragg. 

So far, four sites have been 
rehabilitated and a successful 
restoration methodology has 
been developed. This can be 
scaled up, creating far more jobs 
should further funding become 
available, says Bragg. The 
EWT and its partners have won 
awards for conservation due to 
the success of the rehabilitation 
project. The plant nursery has 
even become a tourist attraction, 
and on some days it serves as 
a field site where learners from 
schools in the area can learn 
about biodiversity, the Karoo 
biome and conservation in 
general. 
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Community monitoring 
improves government service 
By working with poor communities to monitor and document service delivery failures, the Black 
Sash in partnership with the Social Change Assistance Trust (SCAT) promotes active citizenship. 

The Black Sash initiated 
the pilot phase of 
the Community 

Monitoring and Advocacy 
Project (CMAP) in 2009 
and its success resulted 
in it being implemented in 
all nine provinces in 2010. 
Using community based 
questionnaires the project 
has revealed numerous 
challenges with government 
services and has brought 
these to the attention of the 
South African Social Security 
Agency (SASSA), and national 
government, in the hope of 
addressing these and finding 
a sustainable and acceptable 
solution. 

CMAP national manager, 
Elroy Paulus, says ‘CMAP is 
built on the view that citizens 
are not passive users of public 
services but active holders of 
fundamental rights’. The project 
seeks to inform communities 
and help them to do their 
own assessments of service 
delivery. Once informed, 
citizens can participate in 
holding government at all 
three spheres accountable 
for not providing quality 
services. Working with partner 
organisations that the Black 
Sash had Memoranda of 
Understanding with, services 
are assessed through a 
standardised questionnaire. 

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

Monitors undergo training 
by the Black Sash and its 
partner, SCAT. Black Sash 
is on hand with educational 
material and when needed, 
Black Sash fieldworkers can 
directly assist CMAP monitors 
if they experience problems at 
service sites. 

Once trained, a monitor 
will choose to monitor a 
government service provider, 
such as a municipal clinic 
or the South African Social 
Security Agency service 
point, Home Affairs Office, or 
municipality, over a period of 
time. The CMAP designed 
questionnaire is used and 
beneficiaries and users of 

the government service, and 
where possible, government 
employees are interviewed. 
For instance, a monitor visiting 
a clinic would interview both 
patients and nurses. The 
questionnaires take 15 to 
20 minutes to complete. It 
investigates, for example, 
how long it takes to travel to a 
facility, its safety and security, 
and the attitude of the service 
providers. Each monitor 
is encouraged to spend a 
consistent amount of time at a 
facility in order to get a good 
understanding of how it is run. 

In the past two years, Black 
Sash and SCAT, have trained 
449 monitors from all nine 

CMAP monitors can make a real difference in their communities by taking the initiative and finding workable solutions to problems.
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Working Together 
The project is a partnership 
between:
•	 Black	Sash	
•	 SCAT
•	 SASSA
•	 CASE

For more information
Elroy Paulus
CMAP manager
Black	Sash
082	748	5621	
elroy@blacksash.org.za

Seth Tladi 
Programme manager: 
Social	Change	Assistance	Trust	
(SCAT)
076	3323375	
seth@scat.org.za

Websites:
www.blacksash.org.za
www.scat.org.za

provinces. With SASSA, CMAP 
has been able to meaningfully 
contribute to the improvement 
of SASSA service delivery. It 
has done this by presenting 
data collected by CMAP 
monitors to SASSA and 
holding them accountable 
for improving the necessary 
areas. 

Reports drafted from the 
survey data in November 
2012, reveal that monitors 
assessed the quality of 
service at SASSA pay points 
and service points, the 
Department of Home Affairs, 
primary health care services 
and basic services provided 
by municipalities. One of the 
issues raised is the difficulty 
people, especially from rural 
areas, have in getting to public 
health care facilities in some 
provinces. A CMAP monitor 
assessing the service at a 
clinic in the Western Cape 
noted that ‘transport for people 
coming from the farming areas 
is a very big problem. People 
can’t reach the health facilities 
because transport is not 
easily available which has an 
adverse effect on the health of 
rural people’. Further evaluation 
by CMAP monitors of primary 

health care services, revealed 
serious problems with some 
aspects of the system. Poverty-
stricken areas have numbers of 
people who are too ill to work, 
but are not receiving financial 
support from the government. 
Black Sash Advocacy Program 
Manager, Ratula Beukman, 
says ‘the current system 
basically forces those who 
are chronically ill to become 
disabled before they are able 
to secure any form of income 
support’.

The presence of CMAP 
monitors at public service 
points has helped to improve 
the quality of services because 
government employees are 
now more wary of being 
unprofessional. According 
to the Community Agency 
for Social Enquiry (CASE), 
a CMAP monitor based at 
Jouberton clinic in the Northern 
Cape was able to have an 
unruly doctor removed from 
the clinic. ‘I phoned the Black 
Sash, I phoned the SASSA 
office. I told them that the 
doctor at the clinic is so rude 
and many of the people here, 
he disqualified their grants and 
I think the disqualifying is just 
like mine because he does not 

interview the patient. So he 
was removed’. 

CASE notes that by helping 
people fill out forms, alerting 
users to documents that they 
may need and paying attention 
to the way people are treated at 
service points, CMAP monitors 
have directly helped to improve 
the quality of services in some 
areas. 

According to Paulus, 
‘effective delivery of services 
is a deep-seated part of 
the relationship between a 
government and its people’. By 
helping to improve services, 
CMAP aims to improve 
communication between 
government and those in poor 
communities. CASE notes the 
experiences of another CMAP 
monitor who works closely 
with clinic staff to improve 
the quality of the services it 
offers. ‘If a client complains 
of maltreatment by a certain 
sister (at the local clinic), I will 
then approach the sister and 
let them know of the complaint, 
and maybe try and help’. In this 
way, CMAP also empowers 
people in disadvantaged 
communities to take the 
initiative in holding government 
accountable for quality service. 

Information collected from the CMAP questionnaires is turned into narrative reports, 
which are in turn presented to SASSA and local and national government. 

Although there is no financial incentive, CMAP monitors are 
determined to improve service delivery in their areas. 

CMAP has proved successful 
in many areas. At a national 
conference held in September 
2012, Elroy Paulus says ‘the 
decision was made by the 
Black Sash to integrate the 
concept of CMAP as a practice 
into our five-year strategic plan’. 
CMAP will continue training 
people to evaluate public 
services, and help ordinary 
South Africans confront 
government about poor service. 
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To address the shortage 
of skills often found at 
local government level, 

national government launched 
the Community Development 
Worker programme in 2003. 
The initial idea was to bridge 
the gap between local 
government and communities 
by deepening direct contact 
with community members 
and providing them with 
empowering information.

Spark spoke to Lynn Phillips, 
a community development 
worker servicing the Mitchells 
Plain community in Cape Town 
about her job and its impact on 
the community. 

What are the functions of 
community development 
workers? 
They facilitate information 
sessions to educate the 
community on government 
services, state owned 
enterprises, and institutions. 

They also facilitate 
a process where they 
source opportunities that 

communities can use to 
empower themselves, to be 
knowledgeable and establish 
sustainable projects to 
ensure that they become 
financially viable. We facilitate 
information sessions, establish 
socio-economic projects, 
facilitate referrals to various 
government departments 
as per the challenges faced 
by community, and unblock 
services at various institutions 
or government departments. 

What qualities should 
community development 
workers have and why do we 
need them?
CDWs should have integrity, 
must be efficient, must 
be transparent, good 
communicators, be honest, 
reliable and ensure that 
they are knowledgeable of 
community challenges. 

Furthermore they ensure 
that the community challenges 
are dealt with and constantly 
communicate with the 
community with regard to 

Working for 
communities 

resources

processes and timeframes.

How can ordinary members 
of the community become 
part of the community 
development worker 
programme?
They must be active citizens 
within their community and 
understand dynamics within 
communities as the community 
development worker will then 
know how services should be 
rendered to communities. 

The community member 
needs to apply when the 
learnership is available from 
LGSETA and complete this 
learnership and then apply for 
the post when advertised. 

4. How long is the 
programme and how are 
community development 
workers employed?
The learnership is for one 
year, and then applications 
for formal employment should 
follow through community 
development directorates at 
local government level. CDWs 
are deployed according to 
contracts of employment, they 
work where they live, and they 
earn a salary according to an 
employment contract. 

5. What are the issues that 
community development 
workers deal with on a daily 
basis?
Municipal issues such as water 
disconnection, housing issues, 
illegal evictions, and indigent 
grants. Social issues such 
as social grants application 
assistance, substance abuse, 
and domestic violence. Labour 
issues like unemployment, 
assisting with applications 
to claim UIF, and linking 
community members with 
skills opportunities. Justice 
issues like dealing with 
interdicts, crime issues, 
mediation with disputes in 
family matters, and illegal 
evictions between landlord 
and tenants. We facilitate 
career expos for learners at 
school, do mobilization for 
MEC and Ministers outreach 
programmes – to name a few. 
We work across all spheres of 
government, 30% national and 
provincial government and 40% 
local authority, and work across 
all sector departments. 

6. What does your daily 
schedule look like?
Checking in, facilitate 
information sessions (that are) 
topic specific, facilitate door 
to door activities to determine 
the needs of the community, 
forward, refer or unblock the 
challenges, and deal with 
cases and follow through. 

For more information, 
visit www.lgseta.gov.za 
If you would like the CDW 
handbook, email 
zaheedah@pmg.org.za

Thanks to Aiden Beck from 
the Oyster Bay Reserve for 
pointing out that  
PetroSA was a key partner 
in their projects published 
in Spark issue 5  — 
‘Involving the community 
in the environment’. We 
apologise for omitting this 
from the article.

The Mitchells Plain community development workers are one of the many community workers across the 
country who change the lives of locals at ground level.


